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Prescription rates of second-generation antipsychotics (SGAs) are rapidly increasing for non-indicated (i.e., off-label) usage. SGAs
used for approved indications are associated with significant metabolic adverse effects, including weight gain. The objective of this
systematic review and meta-analysis is to evaluate the metabolic adverse effects of SGA use for off-label management of psychiatric
illnesses in the adult population. We performed a systematic database search to identify randomized controlled trials (RCTs) that
reported on weight and other metabolic outcomes with off-label use of SGAs among adults. Thirty-eight RCTs met inclusion criteria
for this review; 35 of these studies, with a total of 4930 patients, were included in the quantitative meta-analysis. Patients treated
with olanzapine, risperidone, and quetiapine were more likely to report weight gain as a side effect and experience clinically
significant (≥7%) weight gain compared to those treated with a placebo. Among studies that reported weight as a continuous
outcome, olanzapine was associated with significantly greater weight gain across all disorders (mean difference (MD)= 3.24 kg,
95% CI: 2.57–3.90 p= 0.001, N= 12 studies). Similar trends were noted with quetiapine and risperidone. A meta-regression analysis
revealed a positive dose-response association between olanzapine dose and weight gain (regression coefficient: 0.36, p= 0.001).
This review demonstrates that off-label use of SGAs, and particularly olanzapine, is associated with significant weight gain among
adult patients. Our findings are concerning given the widespread off-label use of SGAs. Further studies are required to better
understand the effects of off-label SGA use on other metabolic parameters. The study was registered with the PROSPERO
international database of prospectively registered systematic reviews (PROSPERO #143186).
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INTRODUCTION
Second-generation antipsychotics (SGAs) are approved for the
treatment of schizophrenia, bipolar disorder, irritability in autism
spectrum disorders, major depressive disorder, and Tourette’s
Syndrome. Unfortunately, these medications are indisputably
associated with significant metabolic adverse effects [1, 2].
Although clozapine and olanzapine confer the greatest risk
[3, 4], no single antipsychotic (AP) drug can be considered
metabolically neutral, and this is particularly true in previously
AP-unexposed populations [5]. Guidelines for metabolic mon-
itoring in patients receiving APs have been developed for
clinicians to follow [6, 7]; however, uptake has been less than
optimal.
Prescription trends around the world indicate that APs are

being used at increasingly high rates [8, 9]. Concerningly, the
most rapid increases in prescription patterns have been
attributed to use in non-regulatory body-approved (i.e., off-label)
indications where clinical evidence of efficacy and safety is less

certain [8, 10]. Off-label use includes populations with attention
deficit and hyperactivity disorder (ADHD), anxiety disorders,
dementia, eating disorders (EDs), insomnia, obsessive-
compulsive disorder (OCD), personality disorders, post-traumatic
stress disorder (PTSD), and substance use disorders (SUDs),
among others [10]. Despite the well-established association
between AP use and significant metabolic adverse effects
[1, 3, 4, 11], existing studies of SGAs during off-label use have
largely focused on efficacy and comparative effectiveness and do
not systematically evaluate metabolic adverse effects. This may
lead clinicians to assume that off-label use carries less metabolic
risk compared to the higher dose, longer-term exposure often
used in approved indications [12]. However, a lack of metabolic
data corroborating this assumption means that accurate risk-
benefit analysis cannot be carried out. This systematic review and
meta-analysis aimed to fill this gap by evaluating the metabolic
adverse effects associated with the off-label use of SGAs in the
adult population.
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METHODS
A protocol for this systematic review was designed based on the Preferred
Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses (PRISMA)
methodology and reporting standard. The study was submitted to the
PROSPERO international database of prospectively registered systematic
reviews on July 19, 2019 (PROSPERO #143186).

Inclusion and exclusion criteria
Studies were screened and selected according to the following inclusion
criteria:

a. randomized placebo-controlled trial,
b. adults (age 18–65) with at least one of the following off-label

indications: ADHD, OCD, anxiety disorders, insomnia, personality
disorders, PTSD, SUD, pathological gambling disorder, and other
impulse control disorders.

c. SGAs: amisulpride, aripiprazole, asenapine, blonanserin, brexpipra-
zole, cariprazine, clozapine, iloperidone, lurasidone, melperone,
olanzapine, paliperidone, perospirone, quetiapine, remoxipride,
risperidone, sertindole, sulpiride, and ziprasidone.

d. Measurement of metabolic outcomes, including weight, Body Mass
Index (BMI), waist circumference (WC), fasting plasma glucose (FG),
glycated hemoglobin (HbA1c), total, high-density lipoprotein (HDL)
and low-density lipoprotein (LDL) cholesterol, triglyceride (TG), and
blood pressure (BP).

We excluded studies conducted in patients that were either under 18 or
over 65 years of age, had dementia or an eating disorder, or included
pregnant women, due to the differing body composition, physiology, and
metabolism in these populations. Studies of individuals with approved
indications for SGAs, including schizophrenia, schizoaffective disorder,
bipolar disorder, treatment-resistant major depressive disorder, and
irritability in autism spectrum disorders were also excluded.

Search strategy
We conducted a systematic search of the literature in accordance with
PRISMA recommendations [13]. We identified relevant RCTs that met the
predefined inclusion criteria by searching the following sources from
inception to March 2021: MEDLINE, EMBASE, PsychINFO, Cochrane CENTRAL,
CINAHL, ClinicalTrials.gov, and The ICTRP Search Portal. The reference lists of
included studies and reviews were hand-searched for additional studies. An
attempt to retrieve unpublished data was made by contacting corresponding
authors and experts in the field by email on at least two occasions. Details of
the search strategy are found in Supplementary Table 1.

Study selection
Five authors independently screened the title and abstract of all identified
studies (SB, VT, RA, ES, NS). The full texts of selected studies were then
reviewed at the full-text level by six authors (SB, VT, RA, WM, ES, NS). Two
screeners were assigned per article. Any disagreements were resolved by
re-checking source papers and discussion between all authors.

Data extraction
Standardized data extraction forms were developed with pre-specified
variables of interest for use by authors. All data were extracted by one of
six authors (SB, VT, RA, WM, ES, NS) and then independently checked by
two authors (ES, NS). These same authors reviewed and resolved any
inconsistencies, with input from the authorship group as required.
Corresponding authors were contacted if data could not be extracted in
a usable form from the published paper.

Bias assessment
The Cochrane Risk of Bias (RoB) tool was used for the assessment of bias in
the context of our outcomes of interest (metabolic adverse events). RoB
assessment was conducted by four independent reviewers (RA, WM, ES, NS),
with two individuals assigned per study. Conflicts were resolved through
discussion and agreement reached by all authors. Studies were considered
high risk of bias if three or more of the domains were labelled as ‘high risk’.

Outcome measures
Our primary outcome of interest was the difference in weight change
following treatment with SGA versus placebo. Our secondary outcomes

included weight gain reported dichotomously (either as an adverse effect or as
a≥7% increase from baseline) and other metabolic adverse effects including
change in BMI, WC, FG, HbA1c, total-, HDL-, and LDL- cholesterol, TGs and BP.

Synthesis of results
Quantitative data from all studies were pooled in a random-effects meta-
analysis using Review Manager 5.3. Mean differences were calculated for
continuous data and odds ratios for dichotomous data. We combined data
from studies that reported end-point weight and changes in weight
between time points. We analyzed the effect of SGA use on each metabolic
outcome and completed analyses stratified by SGA and diagnosis
subgroups. Heterogeneity was assessed using the I2 statistic. Publication
bias for comparisons with 10 or more included studies was assessed using
funnel plots. A meta-regression was performed using STATA 16 (Statistics/
Data Analysis http://www.stata.com).

Additional analyses
Two sensitivity analyses to explore heterogeneity were performed for the
primary outcome, excluding studies: (1) with a high risk of bias, and (2)
those reporting only endpoint data. A subgroup analysis comparing
weight change between patients not previously exposed to APs (i.e., AP-
naïve) and those who had prior AP exposure or in whom previous AP
exposure was unclear was also conducted.
Meta-regressions were performed to determine the association between

average and cumulative dose with weight gain for comparisons with at
least ten studies. The cumulative dose was calculated by multiplying the
dose by study duration.

RESULTS
Study selection
Our initial search identified 25,704 results. Following title and
abstract screening, 753 studies were assessed for full-text
eligibility. A total of 38 studies met inclusion criteria and were
included in the review; 35 studies were included in the
quantitative meta-analysis while the remaining three studies were
described qualitatively. Fig. 1 summarizes the study selection and
exclusion process. Characteristics of the included trials are found
in Supplementary Table 2.

Study characteristics
The 38 RCTs included in this review were published between 2001
and 2021 across a variety of geographic locations. Of these

Fig. 1 PRISMA flow chart of included studies. Preferred Reporting
Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses (PRISMA) flow chart
of included studies.
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studies, 15 trials examined olanzapine, 14 examined quetiapine, 6
examined risperidone, and one each examined aripiprazole,
paliperidone, and ziprasidone. Details of these studies can be
found in Supplementary Table 2. A summary of the risk of bias
assessment can be found in Supplementary Figs. 1 and 2.

Meta-analysis of weight gain by off-label indication of SGAs
MD refers to the calculated mean difference and CI represents the
confidence interval. N indicates the number of studies, while n
indicates sample size (i.e., number of participants).

1. Change in Weight: Olanzapine vs. Placebo (Fig. 2)

Twelve studies (pooled n= 851) examined weight gain associated
with the off-label use of olanzapine in patients with borderline
personality disorder (BPD; N= 6) [14–19], PTSD (N= 2) [20, 21],
trichotillomania (N= 1) [22], general anxiety disorder (GAD; N= 1)
[23], OCD (N= 1) [24], and pathological gambling (N= 1) [25]. One
study had two olanzapine groups with different doses; these
groups were reported independently in the comparison according
to dose [19]. The average study duration was 12 weeks; the dose of
olanzapine ranged from 2.5mg/day to 20.0mg/day, with a mean dose
of 7.72mg/day. Across all diagnoses, olanzapine was associated with
significantly greater weight gain (MD= 3.24 kg, 95% CI: 2.57–3.90, p<
0.00001, I2= 63%). The difference remained significant when grouped
by individual diagnoses, with PTSD conferring the largest mean
difference (MD= 6.60 kg, 95%CI: 4.83–8.37, p< 0.00001, I2= 0%, N=
2, n= 47). Results of the subgroup analysis are displayed in Fig. 2.

Sensitivity analyses.

(i) No studies reported only endpoint data.
(ii) One study (in a population with PTSD) was identified as

having a high risk of bias [21]. When removed, weight
gain was still significantly greater with olanzapine (n= 829,
MD= 2.98 kg, 95% CI: 2.43–3.54, p < 0.00001, I2= 47%).

Subgroup analysis (previous AP exposure). Two studies [18, 22]
indicated prior AP exposure as an exclusion criterion. Subgroup
analysis did not reveal a significant difference in weight gain
between AP-naïve patients compared to those with previous or
unspecified AP exposure (p= 0.98, I2= 0%; Supplementary Fig. 3).

2. Change in Weight: Risperidone vs. Placebo (Fig. 3)

Six studies (pooled n= 776) examined weight gain associated
with the off-label use of risperidone in patients with PTSD (N= 3)
[26–28], GAD (N= 2) [29, 30], and SUD (N= 1) [31]. Three studies
included multiple risperidone groups with different doses and
were reported independently in the comparison [32–34]. The
average study duration was 10 weeks; the average dose of
risperidone ranged from 0.5–8mg/day, with a mean dose of 1.86
mg/day; one study used 25mg intramuscular risperidone every
two weeks (equivalent to 2–3mg/day [35]). Risperidone did not
differ significantly from placebo (MD= 0.66 kg, 95% CI: −0.09 to
1.40, p= 0.08, I2= 57%). However, subgroup analysis revealed that

Fig. 2 Change in weight on olanzapine vs. placebo. Forest plot and risk of bias assessment for weight comparison on olanzapine vs. placebo.
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the effect of risperidone on weight depends on diagnosis (p=
0.02, I2= 73.9%), with a significant difference in weight gain
between risperidone and placebo only being reported for SUD
(MD= 4.70 kg, 95% CI: 1.78–7.62, p= 0.002, N= 1, n= 31) (Fig. 3).

Sensitivity analyses.

(i) One study [26] reported endpoint data only. The findings
remained unchanged after removing this study (n= 728,
MD= 0.66 kg, 95% CI: −0.12 to 1.45, p= 0.10, I2= 65%).

(ii) No studies were identified as having a high risk of bias.

Subgroup analysis (previous AP exposure). Three studies
[26, 27, 30] indicated prior AP exposure as an exclusion criterion.
Subgroup analysis did not reveal a significant difference in weight
gain between AP-naïve patients compared to patients with unclear
or prior AP exposure (p= 0.65, I2= 0%; Supplementary Fig. 4).

3. Change in Weight: Quetiapine vs. Placebo (Fig. 4)

Twelve studies (pooled n= 3303) examined weight gain asso-
ciated with the off-label use of quetiapine in patients with GAD (N=
6) [32–34, 36–38], OCD (N= 2) [39, 40], BPD (N= 1) [41], panic
disorder (N= 1) [42], PTSD (N= 1) [43], and SUD (N= 1) [44]. The
average study duration was 12 weeks; the average dose of
quetiapine ranged from 25mg/day to 800mg/day, with a mean
dose of 178.5mg/day. Across all diagnoses, there was no significant
difference in weight gain between participants treated with
quetiapine compared to placebo (MD= 0.82 kg, 95% CI: −0.02 to
1.65, p= 0.06, I2= 96%). Subgroup analysis indicated that the effect
of quetiapine does not differ between diagnoses (p= 0.26, I2=
22.6%). Results of this subgroup analysis are displayed in Fig. 4.

Sensitivity analyses.

(i) Two studies [42, 43] reported endpoint data only. The findings
remained unchanged after removing these studies (n= 3203,
MD= 0.72 kg, 95% CI: −0.11 to 1.56, p= 0.098, I2= 97%).

(ii) One study (in a population with PTSD) was identified as
having a high risk of bias [43]. Removing this study had no

effect on the outcome (MD= 0.74 kg, 95% CI: −0.11 to 1.57,
p= 0.09, I2= 96%).

Subgroup analysis (previous AP exposure). Two studies [39, 41]
indicated that all patients were AP-naïve. When these were
compared with studies including patients with unclear or prior AP
exposure, no significant difference was found (p= 0.45, I2= 0%;
Supplementary Fig. 5).

4. Change in Weight: Other SGAs vs. Placebo

Change in weight with other SGAs was only reported in two
studies examining paliperidone (OCD; mean dose= 4.94 mg/day)
[45] and ziprasidone (GAD; mean dose= 50.24 mg/day) [46]. In
these studies, weight gain did not differ between individuals
treated with either SGA compared to placebo (Paliperidone: n=
34, MD= 10.41 kg, 95% CI: −2.67 to 23.49, p= 0.12; Ziprasidone:
n= 62, MD= 0.37 kg, 95% CI: −1.45 to 2.19, p= 0.69).

Meta-regression
The association between average AP dose and cumulative AP
dose with weight gain were estimated using a random-effects
meta-regression model for olanzapine and quetiapine (Fig. 5).
There were insufficient studies to perform a meta-regression for
risperidone. We found a significant positive association between
average olanzapine dose and weight gain (meta-regression
coefficient for dose= 0.36 mg, 95% CI: 0.18–0.55, p= 0.001, I2=
54.6%) (Fig. 5A). There was no significant association between
cumulative olanzapine exposure (in mg/day) and weight (Fig. 5C).
There was also a small, but significant positive association
between average quetiapine dose and weight gain (meta-
regression coefficient for dose= 0.004mg, 95% CI: 0.0002–0.008,
p= 0.034, I2= 91.4%), but not cumulative quetiapine exposure (in
mg/day) and weight gain (Fig. 5B and D).

Meta-analysis of dichotomous weight outcomes by SGA type

1. Olanzapine vs. Placebo

Weight gain as an adverse effect. Ten studies (pooled n= 1182)
across a wide range of diagnoses reported weight gain as an

Fig. 3 Change in weight on risperidone vs. placebo. Forest plot and risk of bias assessment for weight comparison on risperidone vs.
placebo.
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adverse effect. The mean dose of olanzapine was 7.50 mg/day
(range: 2.5–20mg/day) across 6–24 weeks of treatment. Indivi-
duals who gained weight were 6.58 times more likely to have
been given olanzapine compared to placebo (95% CI: 4.06–10.67,
p < 00001, I2= 44%).

≥7% increase in weight. Three studies (pooled n= 911), one in
GAD [23] and two in BPD [16, 19] reported the number of
participants who experienced ≥7% increase in weight during the
study. The mean dose of olanzapine was 6.25 mg/day (range:
2.5–20mg) across 6–12 weeks of treatment. Individuals who
gained ≥7% of their baseline weight were 9.33 times more likely
to have been treated with olanzapine compared to placebo (95%
CI: 5.63–15.46, p < 0.00001, I2= 23%).

2. Risperidone vs. Placebo

The primary outcome of mean weight gain was not statistically
significant for risperidone; however, a difference was observed in
dichotomous reports of weight gain.

Weight gain as an adverse effect. Only two studies (pooled n=
637), one in GAD [30] and one in PTSD [28] reported weight gain
as an adverse effect. The mean dose of risperidone was 1.91 mg/
day (range: 1–4mg/day) across 4–24 weeks of treatment.
Individuals who gained weight were 2.48 times more likely to

have been treated with risperidone compared to placebo (95% CI:
1.31–4.70, p= 0.005, I2= 84%).

≥7% increase in weight. No data is available to report on this
outcome for risperidone.

3. Quetiapine vs. Placebo

The primary outcome of mean weight gain was not statistically
significant for quetiapine; however, a difference was observed in
dichotomous reports of weight gain.

Weight gain as an adverse effect. Three studies (pooled n= 142),
one in panic disorder [42] and two in OCD [39, 47], reported
weight gain as an adverse effect. The mean dose of quetiapine
was 234.3 mg/day (range: 150–450mg/day) across 8–10 weeks of
treatment. Individuals who gained weight were 4.09 times more
likely to have been treated with quetiapine compared to placebo
(95% CI: 1.75–9.57, p= 0.001, I2= 41%).

≥7% increase in weight. Six studies (pooled n= 4104), five in GAD
[32, 33, 36, 37, 48] and one in SUD [49] reported the number of
individuals who experienced ≥7% increase in weight during the
study. The mean dose of quetiapine was 181.3 mg/day (range:
50–300mg/day) across 8–52 weeks of treatment. Individuals who
gained ≥7% of their baseline weight were 2.24 times more likely

Fig. 4 Change in weight on quetiapine vs. placebo. Forest plot and risk of bias assessment for weight comparison on quetiapine vs. placebo.
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to have been treated with quetiapine compared to placebo (95%
CI: 1.48–3.39, p= 0.0001, I2= 0%).

4. Other SGAs vs. Placebo

One study each reported weight gain dichotomously as an
adverse effect following treatment with either aripiprazole (OCD;
mean dose= 10mg/day) [50], paliperidone (OCD; mean dose=
4.94mg/day) [45], or ziprasidone (GAD; mean dose= 50.24 mg/
day) [46]. For aripiprazole and paliperidone, participants did not
experience weight gain. For ziprasidone, although participants in
both groups experienced weight gain, there was no significant
effect of exposure (OR= 0.75, 95% CI: 0.12–4.88, p= 0.76).

Meta-analysis of other metabolic adverse effects by off-label
indication of SGAs
A limited number of studies reported other metabolic adverse
effects in addition to weight gain. There was not enough data in
the risperidone studies to pool in a meta-analysis.

1. Olanzapine vs. Placebo
One study [19] (n= 451) across three olanzapine dose

groups (doses ranging from 2.5–10mg) found that TG levels
significantly increased by 0.26 mg/dl (95% CI 0.13–0.40, p <
0.001) in patients with BPD. There was no statistically
significant difference for total cholesterol, HDL-C, and LDL-C,
and insufficient data for HbA1c, WC, BMI, FG, and BP.

2. Quetiapine vs. Placebo

Three studies [32, 33, 36] (n= 1793) for quetiapine found that
TG levels significantly increased by 15.33 mg/dl (95% CI
6.71–23.95, p < 0.001, I2= 34%), total cholesterol increased by

3.36mg/dl (95% CI 0.38–6.35, p= 0.03, I2= 0%), and HDL
decreased by 1.59 mg/dl (95% CI −2.52 to −0.65, p < 0.001, I2=
0%). There was no statistically significant difference for FG, LDL-C,
or BMI, and insufficient data for HbA1c, WC and BP.

Publication bias
Funnel plots could only be created for the olanzapine and
quetiapine comparisons of body weight, as these were the only
comparisons that included at least ten studies. No substantial
publication bias was identified (Supplementary Figs. 6 and 7).

DISCUSSION
This systematic review and meta-analysis identified RCTs with data
evaluating metabolic side effects of SGAs during off-label use. We
established that olanzapine induces significant weight gain in
patients when used for off-label purposes. Quetiapine and
risperidone also caused greater weight gain compared to placebo
although the differences were not statistically significant. Patients
treated with all three medications were also more likely to report
weight gain as a side effect and to experience clinically significant
weight gain. The effects of aripiprazole, paliperidone, and
ziprasidone on weight could not be determined in a meta-
analysis given that these agents were only reported in a single
study each.
In order to explore potential mediators of metabolic adverse

effects, we attempted to conduct subgroup analyses according to
patient diagnosis. However, the limited number of studies in each
diagnostic category (fewer than or equal to two studies per SGA)
precluded any meaningful conclusions from being made. Never-
theless, among comparisons that found a significant difference
according to diagnosis, PTSD (olanzapine comparison) and SUD

Fig. 5 Average dose and cumulative average dose response on weight gain with olanzapine and quetiapine. Meta-regression scatterplots
for the association between body weight and (A) average olanzapine dose (mg/day)*, (B) average quetiapine dose (mg/day)*, (C) cumulative
average olanzapine dose (mg/day), (D) cumulative average quetiapine dose (mg/day). * Refers to significant associations (p < 0.05).
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(risperidone comparison) were identified as having one of the
strongest weight gain effects. Interestingly, the PTSD studies
employed the highest mean dose; therefore, this finding could
reflect the significant dose-effect identified in our olanzapine
meta-regression analysis. On the other hand, there may be
intrinsic (e.g., biological) and other illness-related factors (e.g.,
poor diet, sedentary behaviour, and high smoking rates) specific
to PTSD that increase the predisposition to metabolic disease,
which is then further exacerbated by antipsychotic use. For
example, PTSD has been associated with increased rates of obesity
and metabolic syndrome, which is postulated to be related to
dysfunction of the hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal axis resulting
from chronic stress [51]. Differences in patient demographics and
baseline risk factors between studies prevented us from compar-
ing weight gain across diagnostic groups while controlling for
these key variables. Additional studies are needed to explore this
intriguing question further and determine whether specific clinical
populations are more likely to gain weight during off-label therapy
with SGAs. Conversely, while different propensities for weight gain
between diagnostic populations will be important to examine, it
can be argued that, at least in populations that are similar in age
and physiological aspects of metabolism, the observed metabolic
disturbances may depend more on the metabolic liability of the
AP than on patient diagnosis, as has been observed during on-
label use [52].
Furthermore, while previous AP exposure represents an

important mediator of the degree of AP-induced weight gain
during on-label use [53, 54], the majority of included studies failed
to provide information on previous AP exposure. This prevented
us from conducting a meaningful subgroup analysis according to
patient treatment status (AP-naïve vs. previous AP exposure).
Although it may be argued that the likelihood of previous AP
exposure in these populations is lower than that in schizophrenia
or other approved indications, the increasing prevalence of APs
for off-label use makes it difficult to assume that these patients
were AP-naïve at the time of the study [8, 10]. Therefore, the lack
of reporting on this point represents an important gap in the
literature.
Our results are largely consistent with the substantial evidence

of clinically significant weight gain reported during approved use
of SGAs [4, 11]. In the current work, patients treated with
olanzapine gained 3.24 kg compared to placebo. For quetiapine
and risperidone, the respective mean differences in weight
change of 0.82 and 0.66 kg were not statistically significant;
however, dichotomous weight outcomes suggested that the risk
of adverse weight gain on these agents is in fact higher than for
placebo. While a direct comparison between on- and off-label use
was not possible, our results note a similar degree of weight gain
with olanzapine and quetiapine as that reported during AP use in
adults with approved indications [55]. Furthermore, our finding
that olanzapine caused greater weight gain than the other SGAs
was expected given that olanzapine carries one of the highest
metabolic liabilities, quetiapine and risperidone carry intermediate
risk [56, 57], and aripiprazole, paliperidone, and ziprasidone have
the lowest risk [55]. These findings are corroborated by our
analysis of weight gain as a dichotomous side effect in which
olanzapine, quetiapine, and risperidone were also associated with
increased risk of weight gain. Although patient demographics
such as age and sex are often similar in studies of on- and off-label
antipsychotic use, as mentioned previously, these populations
may differ in other important factors such as previous anti-
psychotic exposure and intrinsic biological risk. Therefore, it would
be interesting for a future systematic review to examine this
further by comparing the prevalence and severity of metabolic
adverse effects of SGA use in on- versus off-label indications.
In the studies that reported on other metabolic parameters,

olanzapine was associated with increases in TG levels, while
quetiapine was associated with increases in TG and total

cholesterol, and decreases in HDL-C. Although the effect of
olanzapine on TG levels was quite modest and may not be
clinically significant, our findings are consistent with existing data
which demonstrate a strong lipidemic signal for olanzapine and
quetiapine during approved use [58]. Unfortunately, the limited
number of studies reporting on adverse metabolic outcomes
other than weight change precluded us from drawing meaningful
conclusions. It is important to note, however, that dyslipidemia
and dysglycemia have been shown to occur even in the absence
of weight gain among patients treated with APs for approved uses
[57, 59]. Therefore, it is possible that both weight-dependent and
weight-independent metabolic perturbations can occur with off-
label use, but the latter have yet to be explored. As such, further
research is required before clinical recommendations based on
these metabolic risk factors can be made.
A key strength of this study is that we were able to perform

meta-regression analyses to examine the effects of dose and
cumulative drug exposure on weight gain for two commonly used
AP agents, olanzapine and quetiapine. Interestingly, our study
identified a positive dose-response association of olanzapine on
weight gain. Conversely, the cumulative dose was not significantly
associated with weight change. The latter observation may be
explained by data suggesting that the most rapid weight gain
trajectory occurs early on during olanzapine treatment [53], and
may counter assumptions by clinicians regarding the safety of
‘shorter-term’ duration of off-label AP use. While the general
relationship between AP dose and metabolic disturbances
remains relatively unexplored, our findings are in line with a
meta-analysis in which the odds ratio of weight gain increased by
five for each 10mg chlorpromazine equivalent dose increase in
olanzapine [60]. The results of our study also indicate that even
low AP doses carry the risk of weight gain. To this point, the dose
relationship observed in this study occurred across a lower dose
spectrum, with ten out of the twelve included studies reporting
mean olanzapine doses ≤10mg. This is an important considera-
tion for clinical practice as it cannot be presumed that metabolic
side effects are avoided by prescribing lower doses.
Our meta-regression analysis also showed a small, but

significant positive association between daily quetiapine dose
and weight gain during off-label use. While a relationship between
dose and metabolic effects for approved uses has not been
consistently reported [54, 57, 61, 62], significant weight gain has
been found with quetiapine across both a lower and higher
dosing spectrum [62]. Interestingly, a large nationwide cohort
study that included patients with psychiatric disorders other than
schizophrenia or bipolar disorder found that low doses of
quetiapine (≤200mg/day) did not lead to an increased risk of
type 2 diabetes, unlike what is observed with its use in approved
clinical populations [63]. This apparent contradiction may be
related to our previous discussion point that metabolic distur-
bances can occur independently of weight gain. Therefore, further
research is required to better characterize the dose-response
association of SGAs with metabolic adverse effects other than
weight gain, including fasting blood glucose levels and the risk of
developing type 2 diabetes.
There are some limitations to this study to acknowledge. First,

this review focused on adults aged 18–65, excluding studies in the
pediatric and elderly populations. A meta-analysis evaluating the
metabolic effects of SGAs in younger populations is particularly
warranted given: (1) the rapid rise in off-label prescription in youth
and adolescents [8, 64] and, (2) the observation that SGA-induced
weight gain is more pronounced in children and adolescents, as
well as AP-naïve patients [53, 54]. Furthermore, none of the
included studies examined metabolic parameters as a primary
study outcome. This may represent a source of bias as these
studies may have not been adequately powered to detect any
differences in metabolic outcomes. In terms of metabolic
reporting, an additional 161 RCTs of off-label SGA use identified
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in our systematic search were excluded from the review as they
did not report on any metabolic outcomes. As this lack of
reporting greatly hampers adequate meta-analytic approaches,
we encourage investigators of upcoming RCTs to report on
metabolic parameters to improve our understanding of the
metabolic adverse effects of off-label SGA use. Lastly, intervention
and control groups were not compared across sex, ethnicity, age,
and baseline weight, which may represent significant confounders
of metabolic function [65–67].

CONCLUSIONS
This systematic review and meta-analysis demonstrates that off-
label use of SGAs, and particularly olanzapine, can cause
significant weight gain across different diagnostic groups. Other
metabolic adverse events were also documented; however, this
body of evidence is currently limited. Taken together, and in
keeping with recent clinical practice recommendations, our
findings call for caution in off-label AP use, particularly if alternate
behavioral or pharmacological therapies are possible. If off-label
AP use is felt to be necessary, we urge patient education about the
potential for weight gain and other metabolic complications
(which may occur even at lower doses), alongside careful periodic
clinical re-evaluation of efficacy and continuing treatment need.
Additionally, clinicians prescribing these agents off-label should
adhere to the same standards of metabolic monitoring as is
recommended for approved use.
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